
CUBISCAN 325 RENTAL RETURN INSTRUCTIONS
Box up the glass
 
 - There should be one piece of glass
 - Remove the four round load cell cups and x16 screws and place into a 
               bag in the accessories box (image 6)
 - Clean glass & box up into glass kit and set aside for later (image 1)

The component box should include:

 - Power cord
 - Communication cable
 - USB to serial cable
 - USB to ethernet
 - Small calibration cube
 - Ethernet cable
 - x2 plastic pin that connects unit to cart
 - Display with two wing nuts attached (image 2)
 - Four round load cell cups with x16 screws (image 6)
 - Four ball bearings (image 9)
 - x8 gate screws (image 7)

Begin boxing up the unit

 - Remove the display and two wing nuts and place into the accessories 
               box (image 2)
 - Remove the x8 gate screws that hold the gate to the unit and place 
               them into a bag and put in the accessories box (image 7)
 - Carefully lift up the gate and place onto the frame with foam to 
               protect the frame (image 5)
 - Zip tie the gate to the frame (image 5)
 - Tighten the gate stop with the gate on the right side of the unit 
               (image 9)

Place the unit into the crate into the two foam inserts

 - Put the foam corners in the crate
 - Carefully place the unit into the crate (image 3)
 - If there was a clear plastic cover provided, place that over the unit to 
               protect it during shipping
 - Install the two wood supports over the unit with foam between them 
               and the unit (image 3)
 - Place the glass box onto the wood supports and attach with two 
               straps (image 1)
 - Place the accessories box into the crate
 - Attach the lid
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